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RE:  Docket  No. 20-00007-RULE-LH:  Notice  of Proposed  Rulemaking  -  Minimum  Standards

for  HIPAA  Excepted  Benefits

Dear  Mr. Walker:

MetLife  appreciates  the  opportunity  to provide  comments  on the  Notice  of Proposed

Rulemaking  20-00007-RULE-LH  -  Minimum  Standards  for  HIPAA  Excepted  Benefits  ("Rule").

The  HIPAA  excepted  benefits  regulated  by this  rule  are  designed  to supplement  medical

expense  coverage  and  provide  valuable  protections  to consumers  who  suffer  financial  impact  as

a result  or injury  or illness.

We  have  provided  some  general  comments  below  for  consideration  and  included  a more

detailed  mark-up  of the  proposal  as an attachment.  MetLife  hopes  081  finds  these  suggestions

and  comments  helpful  and  we  welcome  the  opportunity  to have  further  dialogue  about  this

proposal.

Comments:

1.  The  effective  date  of this  proposal  is noted  as 1 0/1/2020.  However,  it is unclear  if this

proposed  regulation  applies  only  to new  forms  and rates  filed  on and  after  its effective

date.  Please  confirm  our  understanding  that  the  regulation  applies  only  to new  filings

going  forward.  Furthermore,  any  required  changes  should  only  apply  to group

policyholders  with  policy  effective  dates  on/after  the  effective  date  of  the  revised

regulation.  We  believe  it is important  that  the  new  regulations  only  be applicable  to new

forms  and  new  group  policies  issued  going  forward  because  applying  these  changes  to

existing  business  has  the  strong  potential  to result  in "take-aways"  and limitations  to

group  policies  that  are  already  in effect.  Should  the Department  take  the  view  that  forms

and  rates  previously  approved  by the  Department  are required  to comply  with  the  new

requirements,  additional  time  beyond  1 0/1/2021  would  be needed  to allow  the

Department  sufficient  time  to review  and  approve  the filings,  as well  as for  companies

to implement  the  revised  forms  on their  issue  systems.

2. It should  be made  clear  that  the  extraterritorial  application  of  the  requirements  pertains

to forms  and not  rates.  It is not  administratively  possible  for  a group  policyholder  (i.e.,

employer  or other  group  customer)  or  the  insurer  to vary  rates  based  on an individual

insured's  state  of residency,  and  it not  consistent  with  the  concept  of group  insurance,



nor  is it possible  to track  loss  ratios  for  individuals  under  the  group  who  happen  to live in

one  state.  In addition,  we do not  believe  any  plan  subject  to ERISA  should  be subject  to

any  form  or rate  extra  territoriality  requirements.  This  is in accordance  with  bulletin  no.

2019-006.

3.  The  proposed  regulation  requires  the  certificateholder  covered  under  a group  policy  to

sign  a rider  or endorsement  which  is added  to a policy  after  its effective  date  if that  rider

or endorsement  reduces  or eliminates  benefits  or coverage.  This  runs  counter  to the

basic  principles  of  group  insurance.  The  group  insurance  policy  is a bilateral  contract

between  the  employer  (group  policyholder)  and  the insurance  company,  and  the

employees  are  not  parties  to the  contract.  The  employer  purchases  the  insurance  to be

provided  on the  employees'  behalf  in order  to attract  new  employees,  improve  employee

retention,  improve  morale  and  relieve  stresses  on the  members  of its workforce.

Accordingly,  the  employer  is the party  making  the  determination  on which  benefits  to

include  under  the insurance  contract  for  its employees.  In addition,  as a carrier,  we  offen

do not  know  where  individual  employees  reside  and  have  no mechanism  to secure  the

signature.  Part  of  the  reason  why  group  insurance  works  for  employers  is the  cost

savings  achieved  by relying  on the  employer's  payroll  system  to identify  and  track  the

employee  population.  As a result,  it is common  for  the  insurance  company  to not  know

where  the  employees  are located  and  instead  to rely  on the  employer,  or  Third  Party

Administrator,  to keep  track  of  that  information  and  to communicate  directly  with  the

employees  who  are  insured  under  the  group  policy.  Further,  if the employer  (group

policyholder)  elects  to change  the  plan  design  to reduce  or terminate  a particular  benefit,

a group  insurer  does  not  typically  have  the  administrative  capability  to identify

employees  who  do not  provide  the  signature.  Also,  as currently  written,  the requirement

could  be read  to indicate  that  if the  employer  makes  the  decision  to terminate  the  policy

as a whole,  sign-off  from  the  certificateholders  is required,  which  contradicts  the

fundamentals  of group  insurance  where  the  group  policyholder  has  the  authority  to take

such  action,  rather  than  the individuals  insured  under  the  group  policy.  We  strongly

object  to this  requirement.  In addition,  the proposed  regulation  requires  delivery  oT "plan

documents"  to the  "prospective  insured".  The  term  "plan  documents"  should  be changed

to "certificates",  as the  term  "plan  documents"  is an ERISA  term  that  does  not  clearly

describe  what  is being  required,  and  the  term  "prospective  insured"  should  be changed

to "group  policyholder"  for  clarity  as well.  As explained  above,  it is common  for  the

insurance  company  to not  know  where  the  employees  are  located  and  therefore  the

regulation  should  require  delivery  of certificates  to the  group  policyholder  as opposed  to

the  certificateholder.

4.  Greater  clarification  is required  with  respect  to the proposed  changes  for  Specified

Disease.  The  rule  should  clearly  indicate  that  both  a lump  sum  as well  as an indemnity

product  are  permitted  and  if there  are  rules  that  apply  to each  type  of Specified  Disease

product,  such  rules  should  be described  separately  in the  regulations.  Lump  sum

products  pay  out  a single  benefit  for  an occurrence  of a specified  disease  and  how  that

money  is used  is determined  by the insured.  Presumably  this  is an oversight  and  a lump

sum  specified  disease  product  will  be recognized  with  its own  set  of  rules,  as applicable.

In addition,  we believe  that  Specified  Disease  products  that  pay  benefit  based  on

expenses  incurred  are permitted  to be treated  as excepted  benefit  plans  under  the  ACA

and  should  therefore  be permitted  under  the  New  Mexico  requirements.

5. For  group  insurance  policies  with  rates  based  on issue  age,  where  premium  rates  do not

change  based  on the  increasing  age  of the  insured,  it is our  opinion  that  issue  age

products  should  be Optionally  Renewable  if the  insurer  allows  certificate-holders  whose

coverage  would  otherwise  end  to continue  their  coverage  indefinitely  so long  as

premiums  are paid.  In addition,  we believe  it is appropriate  to include  Active  Life

Reserves  when  determining  the loss  ratio  for  group  policies  with  rates  based  on issue

age.  Please  confirm  that  issue  age  products  are permissible  and  any  specific



requirements  applicable  to an issue  age  rate  structure  should  be clearly  described  in the

regulations.

6. With  respect  to variability,  we do need  variability  in our  group  plans  to account  for  a vast

array  of  customer-requested  options.  We  agree  that  plan  options  should  meet  MLR

requirements  as provided  for  in rates  filings.

7. Return  of excess  premium  is not  appropriate  for  group  coverage  as it the  group

policyholder  or employer  who  administers  premium  collection  and  payment  to the

insurance  carrier.  This  would  place  a large  administrative  burden  on the  employer.

Furthermore,  commissions  will have  already  been  paid  on this  premium.  Returning

premium  will  have  an effect  on paid  commissions.

8. With  respect  to Group  Hospital  Indemnity  and  Group  Accident,  we  feel  that  the  proposed

regulation  will  be too restrictive  for  group  customers,  who  require  significant  flexibility

within  each  of these  products  to meet  their  needs.  If the  Department  wishes  to impose

benefit  limits,  we recommend  that  such  requirements  only  apply  to non-employer

groups.

a.  Hospital  Indemnity  -  Our  experience  is that  if a state  has  a minimum  benefit

amount  for  a daily  hospital confinement  benefit, it is typically  lower  than $100 per

day  of  confinement  and/or  $500 for  the  first day  of hospital  confinement  (a

number  of states use  $50 per  day  as the minimum).  We  recommend  not placing
a limit  on the number  of outpatient  visits.  With  the  trend  for  inpatient  hospital  stay

durations  decreasing,  there  is and  will  continue  to be a greater  need  for  follow-up

outpatient  care  after  a hospital  discharge.  Therefore,  restricting  outpatient  visits

will  result  in greater  financial  burdens  to insureds  by limiting  the  coverage.  For

out  of state  policies,  where  the  group  customer's  plan  provides  for  greater

benefits  than  what  is being  proposed  in the regulation,  New  Mexico  residents  will

potentially  have  more  limited  benefits  than  insureds  in other  states.

b. Accident  - Our  experience  is that  if a state  has  a minimum  benefit  amount  for  an

accidental  death benefit it is significantly  lower  than $10,000  (a number  of states

use  $1,000). We  do not see  any  justification  for  the $10,000  minimum  benefit
requirement.  For  out  of  state  policies,  where  the  group  customer's  plan  provides

an accidental  death  benefit,  New  Mexico  residents  may  have  a different  benefit

amount  compared  to other  insureds  under  the  same  group  policy.

9. There  are  many  references  to "plan"  throughout  this  proposal.  This  is an unclear  term

for  purposes  of regulation  of these  insurance  products.  Terms  such  as "group  policy",

"certificate",  "insurer",  "policyholder"  or "employer"  should  be used  as appropriate  in

substitution  for  the  word  "plan".  Additional  clarity  is needed  to determine  what

requirements  apply  to group  coverage  vs individual  coverage.  Requirements  should

clearly  identify  if they  apply  to group  coverage  only,  individual  coverage  only  or both

group  coverage  and  individual  coverage.

4 0. A definition  of "bundling"  is needed.  As  written,  it appears  that  the  group  policyholder

would  be limited  to offer  only  one  type  of coverage  -  Accident,  Hospital  Indemnity  OR

Specified  Disease.  This  takes  away  the  choice  for  each  individual  to determine  which

type  of plan  best  fits his or her  needs.  It appears  that  this  requirement  is intended  to

address  the  Department's  concerns  regarding  coverage  that  is offered  through  non-

employer  group  arrangements.  If that  is the  case,  this  requirement  should  state  that  it

does  not  apply  to employer  group  coverage.



Thank  you  for  considering  these  comments.  We  are  happy  to address  any  questions  or to have

further  discussion  about  these  comments.

Warm  Regards,

Alison  J. Kelly


